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A B S T R A C T

Background and purpose: Diffusion weighted (DW) MRI may facilitate target volume delineation for head-and-
neck (HN) radiation treatment planning. In this study we assessed the use of a dedicated, geometrically accurate,
DW-MRI sequence for target volume delineation. The delineations were compared with semi-automatic seg-
mentations on 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) images and evaluated for
interobserver variation.
Methods and materials: Fifteen HN cancer patients underwent both DW-MRI and FDG-PET for RT treatment
planning. Target delineation on DW-MRI was performed by three observers, while for PET a semi-automatic
segmentation was performed using a Gaussian mixture model. For interobserver variation and intermodality
variation, volumes, overlap metrics and Hausdorff distances were calculated from the delineations.
Results: The median volumes delineated by the three observers on DW-MRI were 10.8, 10.5 and 9.0 cm3 re-
spectively, and was larger than the median PET volume (8.0 cm3). The median conformity index of DW-MRI for
interobserver variation was 0.73 (range 0.38–0.80). Compared to PET, the delineations on DW-MRI by the three
observers showed a median dice similarity coefficient of 0.71, 0.69 and 0.72 respectively. The mean Hausdorff
distance was small with median (range) distances between PET and DW-MRI of 2.3 (1.5–6.8), 2.5 (1.6–6.9) and
2.0 (1.35–7.6) mm respectively. Over all patients, the median 95th percentile distances were 6.0 (3.0–13.4), 6.6
(4.0–24.0) and 5.3 (3.4–26.0) mm.
Conclusion: Using a dedicated DW-MRI sequence, target volumes could be defined with good interobserver
agreement and a good overlap with PET. Target volume delineation using DW-MRI is promising in head-and-
neck radiotherapy, combined with other modalities, it can lead to more precise target volume delineation.

1. Introduction

Intensity modulated radiotherapy (RT) has allowed for conformal
dose distributions, aiming to maximize the dose to the gross tumor
volume (GTV) and minimize the dose to normal tissue. Accurate de-
termination of the GTV is a key issue in radiotherapy [1] and forms the
basis of treatment planning. However, it is also one of the major sources
of uncertainty [2–4]. The accurate delineation of the GTV is a time
consuming step, prone to errors. Delineations of the GTV using com-
puted tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) show
large variations between observers and an overestimation of the actual
pathological tumor volume [5–9]. Additionally, FDG-PET has shown to

result in more conformal segmentations than CT or MRI [8,9].
To address the interobserver variation, automatic segmentation of

the GTV would be ideal. Automatic segmentation is also preferable in
online or adaptive MRI guided treatments. Several authors have pro-
posed 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography
(PET) as imaging modality for automatic segmentation [10–14] due to
its high signal to background ratio. However, the use of PET for seg-
mentation is challenging. The segmentations can depend on the con-
trast and noise characteristics of the PET images, which, apart from
tumor characteristics, originate from different acquisition and re-
construction protocols [15,16]. Additionally, a variety of segmentation
algorithms have been proposed which result in large variations in target
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volumes [10,17]. Therefore, successful automatic segmentation re-
quires a careful choice of acquisition and reconstruction parameters
and segmentation algorithms. Other drawbacks are the increased ra-
diation burden, resolution limitations and relatively high costs.

Diffusion weighted (DW) MRI might be an alternative imaging
modality for FDG-PET as DW-MRI generates images with high contrast
between tumor and surrounding normal tissue, making it a candidate to
improve MRI based delineations and suitable for automatic segmenta-
tion. The contrast in DW-MRI is based on differences in the restriction
of water diffusion on a microscopic level. The resulting high contrast
images, along with the derived quantitative apparent diffusion coeffi-
cient (ADC) maps, could be used for delineation purposes [18,19].
However, the geometrically accurate acquisition of DW-MRI in the
head-and-neck region is difficult due to the presence of air cavities
causing large magnetic field inhomogeneities. Using conventional DW-
MRI, acquired with echo planar imaging (EPI), image distortions up to
centimeters can arise [20]. Recently, we have proposed the use of an
alternative DW-MRI sequence; split acquisition of fast spin-echo (FSE)
signal for diffusion imaging (SPLICE). Here, EPI is replaced with FSE for
data acquisition, which leads to less distortions as it is relatively in-
sensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneities introduced by the patient.
The DW-SPLICE sequence has excellent geometric performance, al-
lowing the DW-MRI images to be used for target delineation [21].

As the overestimation of the tumor volume results in a high burden
on normal tissues surrounding the tumor due to the large treatment
volume, the tumor has to be segmented as close (conformal) as possible.
By definition the GTV only includes macroscopic tumor tissue, and
requires a clinical target volume (CTV) margin to encompass micro-
scopic spread. To avoid normal tissue burden, the CTV needs to be
minimized. Recently, Ligtenberg et al. showed in an image validation
study with pathology that GTVs automatically segmented from PET
showed a tumor volume closest to the tumor volume on histology with
a high coverage and the lowest overestimation [18]. Unfortunately,
such validation studies cannot be performed in patients treated with
primary radiotherapy. However, since the PET-based volume resembled
the tumor volume best, and with the smallest overestimation, we chose
to use PET-based segmentations as a reference to evaluate GTVs created
using DW-SPLICE.

The aim of the present study was to assess the use of the dedicated
DW-MRI sequence in target volume delineation. The GTVs were eval-
uated in terms of interobserver agreement, volume and spatial con-
cordance with PET.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Patients

A total of 15 head-and-neck patients were included in this study.
The institutional review board provided a waiver of consent. These
patients, scheduled for RT treatment, underwent a clinical FDG-PET/CT
and an MRI exam, both in treatment position using a personalized head
support and 5-point head-and-shoulder immobilization mask [22].

2.2. FDG-PET/CT imaging

Patients fastened six h before imaging on a mCT-Biograph PET/CT
scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, USA). An FDG dose of 2.0MBq/kg
was injected 60min before image acquisition. Image acquisition was
done at two bed positions, at four min per position. Image re-
construction was done using an ordered subset expectation maximiza-
tion algorithm, utilizing point-spread function and time-of-flight in-
formation, at a reconstructed voxel size of 2.04× 2.04×1.5mm3

(AP×RL×FH) with body weight corrected standardized uptake va-
lues.

2.3. MR imaging

MR imaging was performed on a 3.0T Ingenia wide bore MR system
(Philips Healthcare, The Netherlands) using 2-element Flex-M surface
coils. The DW-SPLICE sequence was prototyped and loaded on the
system, generating geometrically accurate diffusion weighted images
[21]. Diffusion weighting was applied in an isotropic fashion using
three orthogonal directions with b-values of 0 and 800 s/mm2 (b0 and
b800 respectively). ADC maps were generated on the MR system. Fat
suppression was executed using spectral presaturation with inversion
recovery. Detailed sequence parameters are given in Table 1. The exam
also contained T1 (with and without contrast) and T2 weighted FSE
scans.

2.4. Target volume delineations

For the acquired PET scans, the GTV was segmented semi-auto-
matically using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). With this method,
voxels are classified based on statistical differences in their intensity
distributions [23–25]. The GMM assumes independent observations,
and models the image intensities with 10 Gaussian distributions. Fol-
lowing an initialization step by placing a selection box around the le-
sion, Gaussian distribution parameters are initialized automatically.
The method was adapted for head-and-neck [24] by fully automating
the initialization of the Gaussian distribution means as described in
detail in previous publications [23,25]. Following initialization, the
Gaussian distributions are fitted to the image intensities using max-
imum likelihood estimation method (MLEM). The algorithm then
classifies regions to either tumor or background, generating binary
masks.

The GTV was delineated in the diffusion weighted images by three
observers. First the hyperintense region on the b800 image was iden-
tified, this was aided by a semi-automatic segmentation. On the b800
image, a seed point was placed centrally within the tumor and using a
threshold of 50% of the maximum signal intensity, a region was seg-
mented. Following this initial segmentation, the contours were manu-
ally adapted using the contrast of the ADC map, where the individual
observers excluded regions of high ADC typically at the edge of the
tumors. While doing this the b0 and b800 images were also available to
the observers for reference. All contours (referred to as DW1, DW2,
DW3) were converted to binary masks.

Additionally, as all of the patients received radiation treatment
following imaging, the target volumes were retrieved from the treat-
ment plans for these patients (GTVRT) as reference. The radiation on-
cologists mostly relied on CT and anatomical MRI (T1 weighted, with
and without contrast, and T2 weighted), but PET and DW-MRI were also
available.

2.5. Data analysis

All scans from the MRI exam were matched with the PET/CT using

Table 1
Sequence parameters for the DW-SPLICE sequence. The protocol was adapted for lar-
yngeal imaging (denoted in round brackets).

Scan DW-SPLICE

FOV (RL×AP×FH) [mm3] 230×280×120 (200x200x120)
Acquired voxel size [mm2] 1.8× 1.8
Slice thickness [mm] 4
TE [ms] 52
TR [ms] 16,366 (15,844)
SENSE acceleration factor 2
(Echo) train length {dummies} 64 {1} (55 {1})
Bandwidth [Hz] 900.3 (858.5)
b-values [s/mm2] {averages} 0 {2}, 800 {5}
Total acquisition time 4m38s (4m29s)
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rigid registration. The resulting transformations were used to resample
both the PET and DW-SPLICE masks on the grid of the CT
(0.98×0.98×2.0mm3), in order to compare the segmentations.
While resampling the masks, the volume was kept the same on the new
grid.

Using the resampled masks the delineated volumes for PET and DW-
SPLICE were determined. For each observer the DW-MRI delineation
was further compared to the PET segmentation by means of Dice si-
milarity coefficients (DSC) and Hausdorff distance (HD) analysis. The
DSC is a measure of spatial overlap and is defined as:

= +DSC A B( , ) A B
A B

2( )
( ) where A and B are the respective delineated regions

and ⋂ is the intersection. A DSC of 0 indicates no spatial overlap at all
and a DSC of 1 indicates complete overlap. The distance between two
delineated contours is represented using the Hausdorff distance, which
measures, for each point on a delineated contour, the Euclidean dis-
tance to the nearest point on the other contour. Per contour pair, the
mean Hausdorff distance (HDmean) and the 95th percentile distance
(HD95) were calculated. The results for each metric are given as the
median (range) over all patients. We tested for significant differences
(p < .05) in metrics using a Wilcoxon signed rank test.

For the inter-observer analysis of the DW-SPLICE delineations, a
generalized conformity index ( =CIgen

A A
A A

pairs ij i j
pairs ij i j

with Ai and Aj the
respective delineated regions and the union) [26] over all observers
was calculated per patient, because this metric is independent of the
number of observers. Additionally, DSC were calculated per observer
pair. Additionally, the HD analysis was also performed for the observer
pairs as this metric is independent of the volume of the tumor and has
clinical relevance as it is related to uncertainty margins.

3. Results

An example of the imaging data is given in Fig. 1, showing the
correspondence between the different modalities as well as between the

different observers on the diffusion weighted imaging. Additionally,
anatomical T1 weighted images after gadolinium contrast agent injec-
tion are shown for reference. Initial semi-automatic segmentation of the
b800 images proved difficult in three out of fifteen patients, where the
pixel intensity gradient was low around the tumor in images with
limited SNR. For these patients, the tumor region was cropped manu-
ally to avoid other structures, such as unsuppressed fat, to be included
in the region of interest.

3.1. Volumes

The volumes found on the GMM segmentation of PET had a median
volume of 8.0 cm3 (1.2–38.9), while the DW-SPLICE volumes were

Fig. 1. Patient examples showing the correspondence
of the delineated target volumes. Each row of images is
from a single patient and shows transverse slices with,
from left to right: DW b800; ADC map; FDG-PET; T1
weighted TSE mDixon water reconstruction after ga-
dolinium contrast agent injection. The images are
taken from patient 9, 12 and 1 respectively. The deli-
neations from FDG-PET (green), DW1 (red), DW2 (blue)
and DW3 (orange) are shown on all imaging. (For in-
terpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 2. The delineated volumes per patient for the different observers and modalities.
Patients were ranked in ascending order of the volume determined on FDG-PET.
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larger for all three observers: DW1 10.8 (1.8–44.3), DW2 10.5
(1.8–38.1), DW3 9.0 (1.4–37.8) cm3 (Fig. 2). The difference with PET
was significant for DW1 (p ≪ .05) and DW2 (p≪ .05), but not for DW3

(p > .05). The median GTVRT was 15.6 cm3, a significant difference
compared to both PET and all DW-MRI volumes. An overview of all
delineated volumes is given in Supplementary Table 1.

3.2. Intermodality delineation overlap and distance analysis

The median (range) DSC of the PET segmentation with the each
DW-MRI delineation was very similar for the three observers: 0.71
(0.03–0.80), 0.69 (0.03–0.79) and 0.72 (0.03–0.82) respectively
(Fig. 3a). An overview of correspondence measures is given in
Supplementary Table 1. The DSC was reasonable to good (0.44–0.82) in
all but 2 patients; these were the patients with the smallest volumes.
Patient 1 had practically no overlap between PET and DW-MRI. This
patient showed two neighboring hotspots on PET, with the anterior one
showing most tracer uptake so this region was segmented by the GMM
method. On DW-MRI however, the posterior hotspot showed most dif-
fusion restriction and low ADC (Fig. 1, bottom row). The other patient
(number 2) showing poor correspondence, had a tumor located at the
base of the tongue. The mismatch was mainly caused by tongue
movement between the PET scan and MRI exam.

Using the same delineation pairs, distance analysis was performed
(Fig. 3b and c) and both the HD95 and HDmean were calculated. For all
three observers the HDmean was small with median (range) distances
between PET and DW-MRI of 2.3 (1.5–6.8), 2.5 (1.6–6.9) and 2.0
(1.35–7.6) mm respectively. Over all patients, the median 95th per-
centile distances were 6.0 (3.0–13.4), 6.6 (4.0–24.0) and 5.3
(3.4–26.0) mm. Similar to the DSC, patients 1 and 2 showed the largest
distances between the PET and DW-MRI contours.

3.3. Interobserver agreement

The median CIgen over all patients was 0.73 (0.38–0.80) indicating
good agreement among the different observers (Fig. 4a). This is also
seen in the three pairwise DSCs, median (range): observer 1 and 2, 0.87
(0.52–0.90); observer 1 and 3, 0.83 (0.43–0.91); observer 2 and 3, 0.82

(0.59–0.87). Patient 2 and 3 showed the least interobserver agreement.
These were patients with small tumor volumes, located in the or-
opharynx adjacent to lymphatic tissue (Waldeyer’s tonsillar ring).

Fig. 4b and c show the results of the distance analysis between
observers. Generally, small distances, both HD95 and HDmean, were
found between the observer pairs except for the two patients (2 and 3)
which also showed reduced CIgen.

4. Discussion

In this study we assessed semi-automated target volume delineation
in head and neck cancer patients using a non-EPI diffusion weighted
MRI sequence, DW-SPLICE. Furthermore, we investigated the variation
between different observers on DW-MRI as well as the agreement be-
tween DW-MRI and 18FDG-PET generated GTV delineations. The
agreement between observers was good with a median CIgen of 0.73 and
small distances between the individual contours (median
HD95 < 3.5mm). The delineated volumes on DW-MRI were found to
be significantly larger (median volumes 10.8 cm3, 10.5 cm3 and
9.0 cm3) than the PET segmentations (median volume 8.0 cm3),
nevertheless there was a substantial overlap between PET and DW-MRI
with median DSCs of 0.71, 0.69 and 0.72 for the three different ob-
servers respectively. Both the PET and DW-MRI volumes were sub-
stantially smaller than the clinically used target volume, GTVRT

(median volume 15.6 cm3), which is known to overestimate the GTV
[8,9].

High b-value DW-MRI images have a similar appearance as PET
images, which makes them relatively easy to interpret by the observers.
This was demonstrated by the good agreement between the different
observers in this study. The median CIgen over all patients was 0.73,
where 0.7 is considered to be an indicator of good overlap [27]. The
two cases showing a low CIgen concerned patients with small tumors
located in the oropharynx, adjacent to lymphatic tissue. Lymphatic
tissue shows diffusion restriction and thus has diffusion properties si-
milar to that of tumors, i.e., showing high signal on high b-value DW-
MRI images and a low ADC. Therefore, DW-MRI should always be used
as an addition to high quality anatomical images. Other delineation
studies in the head-and-neck area [28,29] show lower or similar CIgen

Fig. 3. The agreement between DW-MRI and FDG-PET as measured with Dice Similarity Coefficient (a), the 95th percentile contour distance (b) and the mean contour distance (c). The
horizontal bars represent the median.

Fig. 4. Interobserver agreement for all patients on diffusion weighted imaging, expressed as generalized conformity index (a), contour distances HD95 (b) and HDmean (c). The horizontal
bars are the medians.
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values. Jager et al. [5] showed 0.61 for laryngeal cancer using CT and
0.57 using CT/MR; Geets et al. reported 0.41 and 0.42 for laryngeal and
oropharyngeal GTVs respectively [30]; Mukesh et al. reported 0.54 for
CTV delineations on CT [31].

Despite the different biological background and acquisition method
of DW-MRI and FDG-PET, there was a large overlap between PET and
DW-MRI. For a large part both techniques identified the same target for
treatment. Differences mainly occur at the edges of the delineated vo-
lumes, but the distances between the different contours were small in
general. Over all patients, the median of the average distance between
DW-MRI and PET contours was between 2.0 and 2.5mm for the three
different observers. For comparison, the acquired in-plane voxel sizes in
DW-MRI and PET were 1.8 and 2.0mm respectively. Furthermore, the
PET GTVs, derived by the GMM segmentation, still require an appro-
priate CTV margin to encompass all microscopic tumor tissue.
According to Ligtenberg et al. [8] this CTV margin is 5.2mm in lar-
yngeal and hypopharyngeal cancer. In a similar fashion, the DW-MRI
GTV delineations will also require an appropriate CTV margin.

Generally, the difficulty of incorporating DW-MRI in the practice of
target volume delineation in head-and-neck is the large geometrical
distortion. To overcome this issue we used a dedicated sequence, DW-
SPLICE, for the acquisition of diffusion images. Although this dealt with
the geometrical distortions, some mismatch with other imaging mod-
alities, like PET-CT can appear. Despite the fact that patients were
fixated in an immobilization mask, some misalignment may remain
since patients were scanned at two different time points. Additionally,
internal motion of mobile structures due to breathing, tongue move-
ment or swallowing can still occur. This could explain some of the
differences in the delineations between DW-MRI and PET, especially for
patient two.

The largest differences between DW-MRI and PET were found in
small tumors, adjacent to lymphatic tissue. Both DW-MRI and FDG-PET
are prone to false positives in these tissues, as it can show restricted
diffusion behavior and increased FDG uptake. PET and DW-MRI vi-
sualize different biological processes and previous studies have in-
vestigated the relation between PET and DW-MRI in head-and-neck
cancer [32–38]. However, these studies mainly looked at the relation-
ship between SUV and ADC characteristics within the tumor and re-
lating these to staging [37], histopathological parameters [35] or re-
sponse prediction [33] and evaluation [34,38]. Houweling et al. [32]
investigated a radiotherapy application of PET and DW-EPI after de-
formable registration. They specifically looked into targets for dose
painting within a previously defined GTV. The spatial resolution is a
limitation of both techniques. The detection limit and point spread
function in PET could account for some of the differences found in the
smaller lesions (i.e., patients 1 and 2). In PET the spatial resolution is
mainly limited by the detector width, where in DW-MRI the resolution
is limited due to the usage of a single-shot readout sequence. Advances
in MRI sequence design (i.e., robust multi-shot DW-MRI sequences,
faster imaging etc), could still provide additional gains in spatial re-
solution.

A limitation of the study is that no histopathology was available to
compare the target volume with. In order to fully assess the value of
DW-MRI for target volume delineation, it would be ideal to use pa-
thology specimens in image validation studies [24–26]. Unfortunately,
this is very challenging for some anatomical sites such as the oro- and
nasopharynx. As we know from previous studies, GTV on CT and MRI
overestimates the tumor largely and shows large interobserver variation
[5–8]. Therefore, we compared the target volume with an automatic
segmentation on PET, as the PET volume approaches the true tumor
volume closest and the automatic segmentation method is validated
versus pathology. The acquisition of only 2b-values, b= 0 s/mm2 and
b= 800 s/mm2, in the diffusion sequence is another limitation. This
could result in an overestimation of the ADC value in areas with a large
blood plasma volume [39]. Finally, the number of patients in this study
is limited.

The target volumes derived from DW-MRI were generally smaller
than the GTV defined in current clinical practice (DW1, DW2, DW3 vs
GTVRT). These smaller target volumes already lead to smaller treatment
volumes. The addition of DW-SPLICE to the current practice of target
volume delineation can help reduce variation among observers, since it
allows for semi-automatic segmentations. The region identified by both
DW-MRI and PET could be used as a first estimate for the tumor outline.
Subsequently, using conventional T1- and T2-weighted MRI and CT, the
GTV delineation can be refined. The combination of all these imaging
modalities can further improve target volume delineation.

In conclusion, using an optimized DW-MRI sequence, target vo-
lumes were defined with good interobserver agreement and a good
overlap with PET. Target volume delineation using undistorted DW-
MRI is promising in head-and-neck radiotherapy.
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